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CHARGE CONNECT RANGE
Some customers already have secure rooms or strong boxes but need a solution that will enable them to sync and

charge numerous devices in one location with ease, secure in the knowledge that the process is being controlled through
specialist equipment that is fit for purpose. The universal USB sync and charge will accommodate up to 16 devices

delivering the full rate of charging up to 2.1A per port, including iPads, tablet PC’s, e-readers, mobile phones, digital
cameras, MP3 players, 3-D glasses, GPS devices and any other USB chargeable item. With optional energy saving
and management technology to provide you with peace of mind and improved product longevity.
CHARGE >
Using professional grade USB components which are able to continuously output specific volumes ensures just the right

amount of power is supplied to each unit. When a device is plugged into any one of the 16 ports, the internal processor
detects and profiles the device and ascertains the correct amount of charge to deliver to that specific device. This

means that you are able to mix and match devices from different manufacturers and charge them all at the same time.
SYNC >
Syncing the devices is easy, just connect the host computer to the ChargeConnect 16 using the USB ‘A to B’ cable

provided. The host computer is then able to ‘see’ all the devices connected to the charge unit and the user is able to
manage each device.

Future proof - USB connection allows
the charging profiles to be updated
as new tablets or operating
systems are released.

LED display - optional charge status
indicator for Sync Mode Standby (red),
Charge Mode (slow pulse red) and
Charge Cycle Complete (fast pulse blue).

The perfect charge - with this option
each device’s charging profile is perfectly
delivered, ensuring optimum charging
across the board via USB

Smart design - features high-vent grills
for maximum heat dispersion and the small
footprint is ideal for desktop installation
Loxit warranty - engineered to last and
thoroughly tested. We offer a full 12 month
return to base warranty.

Analysis - Using the free software supplied, each
connected USB device is able to be viewed and analysed.
This data can inform the user which devices are connected, their
rate of charge, whether they are syncing and ultimately, the health
of the device. Essential knowledge when managing multiple devices
for critical services.
Multi device management - when connected to the host computer
sync and manage 8 or 16 devices simultaneously. Set-up is quick
and easy, via USB cable to host computer.

* Please note, Apple computers operating iTunes will sync up to
30 iPads or other Apple products simultaneously. For PC’s operating
current Windows software, iTunes will sync up to 7 Apple products
simultaneously.

CHARGE CONNECT CONFIGURATIONS

1 - Store for a durable and safe storage solution. 2 - Charge uses the original chargers and transformers supplied with the device for a simple
and cost effective solution. 3 - Sync & Charge with cutting edge technology to profile each device, ensuring optimum and safe charging no matter
which device is being used. Free updates ensure future compatibility.

CHARGE CONNECT 8
UNIVERSAL USB CHARGER
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CHARGE CONNECT 16
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CHARGE CONNECT 16 UNIVERSAL USB
WITH INTELLIGENT CHARGE
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